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A bit about my background… 

Ø Associate Partner at IBM in the Security, Strategy, Risk & Compliance sector

Ø Have 10 years of clinical experience as an oral surgeon working in hospitals

Ø Undergrad in computer science and electronic engineering with over 20 years in systems 

integration

Ø Worked at the Pentagon in healthcare informatics as a lieutenant colonel select

Ø Focused on healthcare cyber security, yet have worked all over the world for multiple 

corporations in a variety of fields
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What we going to cover

1. State of healthcare cybersecurity today

2. What are the risks

3. What you need to know with respect to mitigation

4. Discussion… 
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It’s where the money is….

When Willie Sutton was asked why he robs banks, he 

said: “I rob banks because that’s where the money Is…”

… this is the same reason that organized cybercriminals 

go after healthcare records... it’s where the money is. 

Healthcare record lost or stolen in a breach could cost 

the victim organization as much as $363/record, fully 

136% higher than the global average cost of a data 

breach per lost or stolen record.1

1Ponemon Institute’s 2015 Cost of Data Breach Study / 

http://video.cnbc.com/gallery/?video=3000500545
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Why is healthcare special… 

§ Healthcare record compromise is up 1100% this past year with over 100M records 

compromised.  Considering there are 321M people in US means that 1:3 had healthcare 

records compromised in 2015

§ High value target:  Credit cards are worth about $3 where healthcare records worth $360

– Includes SSAN, addresses past and present, contact information, insurance data, all  immutable data 

meaning it’s not easily changed

§ Loose federation of systems with fine balance between usability and security

§ Security resources are hard to find and retain

§ Multiple attack surfaces:

– Electronic Medical Record Systems (EMR)

– 3rd party systems (payers, transcription, etc.)

– Medical devices

– Remote providers and contractors

– Online patient access 
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1. In addition to record lost, HIPPA fines can be as high as $1.5M2

2. Hospitals have higher security exposure when compared to other industries 

considering the amount of PII and PHI3 stored in multiple systems 

3. Healthcare organizations as a culture not as security aware, managing risk 

without access to skilled security staff, many without C-level sponsorship

4. Some organizations have the perception is that it is cheaper to potentially pay 

fines instead of investing in security 

5. Many healthcare delivery systems have no idea their medical devices are at 

risk4

6. Cybercrime is a significant threat to business, world’s largest illegal economies, 

accounting for $445 billion in annual profits according to the United Nations. 

1) 2015 Ponemon study: 2015 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis; 2) https://kb.iu.edu/d/ayzf;  3) Protected health information; 4) http://www.wired.com/2014/04/hospital-equipment-vulnerable/

Healthcare 411
You don’t know what you don’t know… 
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ü The rise of zero-day attacks and advanced evasion techniques have shifted the 

security landscape, changing the nature of network security

ü According to IBM X-Force Data, 28% of overall vulnerability disclosures in 2015 

were targeted at Web applications.    

ü At any given time, malicious code infects more than 11.6 million mobile devices. 

To put that figure into perspective, it’s roughly equivalent to the population of 

Ohio.  Hacking kits more powerful and less expensive

ü The 2015 Ponemon Institute report, found that 50 percent of companies have 

zero budget dedicated to mobile app security, yet this is the fastest growing 

segment

Consider the following statistics…

ü Between April 2014 and June 2015, the IC3 

received 992 CryptoWall-related complaints, with 

victims reporting losses totaling over $18 million. 
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Healthcare data breaches: From sidelines to headlines

Five of the eight largest 

healthcare security 

breaches over the last 

five years  happened 

during the first six months 

of 2015. 

Despite a quiet second 

half of the year, 

healthcare remains the 

leading industry in terms 

of records compromised
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The cost of breaches are highest in healthcare 

$220

$363

Pharmaceutical

Healthcare

Industry wide avg. cost / record

$154Industry 

wide
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Attacks are focusing on higher value data targets
Driving demand for more integrated capabilities to thwart adversaries

2013
800,000,000+ records 
breached, with no signs of 

decreasing in the future

2014
1,000,000,000 records

breached, while CISOs cite increasing 

risks from external threats

2015
Healthcare mega-breaches

set the trend for high value targets of 

sensitive information

Source: IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Report - 2016
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§ Migration to newer versions of an operating system or web browser requires time and 

money, and a lack of funding may be one of the fundamental obstacles

§ Healthcare companies may still use legacy processes without updating security practices, 

i.e. keeping paper copies of records or not encrypting PHI

Issues:  Legacy systems and processes, lack of funding

1 http://www.himss.org/News/NewsDetail.aspx?ItemNumber=28504
2 http://www-03.ibm.com/industries/ca/en/healthcare/documents/IDC_Canada_Determining_How_Much_to_spend_on_Security_-_Canadian_Perspective_2015.pdf

The ideal spend on 

security is

of the overall IT budget2

13.7%
Nearly half of healthcare 

organizations surveyed spend

of their IT budgets on security1

3%or less
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What are the threats you need to worry about..

IBM Confidential

§ Internal Threats
– Either innocent or malicious acts that damage data, applications or systems

§ External Threats
– The 40hr break even for Cybercriminal to take over your data

§ Stolen credentials
– Use to steal money from facility or enable fraudulent insurance claim

§ Phishing Attacks
– Perfectly formed eMails from FedEx for example, that contain link to malware site

§ Ransomware
– Ransomware is malware that encrypts files and deletes the original  files unless a 

ransom is paid, usually in untraceable bitcoin.  

• Cyber crime profits over $1B In a recent survey, 30 percent of security professionals 

were willing to negotiate. Among organizations already victimized by cybercriminals 

the figure rose to 55 percent.
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Ransomware…. How do they get in?

§ Email / Social Engineering

– Attachment (DOC, PDF, ZIP, CAB, etc.)

– Link to a booby-trapped website

– Phishing eMails

§ Drive-by-Download

– Malvertising

– Compromised web-sites

– Links in social networking posts (FaceBook, 

Twitter, etc.)

§ Previously Compromised/Infected System

– System already infected

– Usually with a bot client (malware)

§ Unpatched systems (a common target)

Recent survey carried out by the University of 

Kent found that 41% hit by ransomware, paid 

the ransom…
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Ransomware Process

IBM Confidential

§ Infection
– Via social engineering, phishing, weakness in unpatched versions of Office, Flash, or 

PDFs, and infrastructure attacks; webserver are the most common targets

§ Execution
– Encrypts files then provides instructions to pay for decryption key. 

– You don’t have to lock an entire network, just the critical files in a network

– Recent targets: MedStar Health forced to turn patients away after Ransomware attack. 

Others include Sacred Heart Health System, Hollywood Presbyterian, Titus Regional 

Medical Center, Valley Hospital, Ridgewood, Englewood Hospital, Holy Name Medical 

Center and Kentucky Methodist. Locky a common variant.  SamSam attacks webservers 

vulnerabilities in JBoss apps using an open source pen testing tool called JexBoss

§ The Payoff
– CryptoLocker strain of ransomware stole some $27 million in just six months out of 

people whose data they took hostage.
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Ransomware Decision

“The quickest and most efficient way to restore 

our systems and administrative functions was to 

pay the ransom” 
- Allen Stefanek, president and chief executive of Hollywood 

Presbyterian

“We are not going to pay... we wouldn't pay a 

ransom fee.” 
- Judith Hetherington-Smith
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Ransomware Mitigation

IBM Confidential

1. Ensure that your endpoints and servers are patched and up-to-date with 

appropriate endpoint protection implement.

2. Train and test staff on safe email and Web-browsing practices, and 

periodically test their behavior. (http://phishme.com/)

3. Confirm strong email filtering
4. Confirm strong and enforceable group policy for Active Directory users that 

restrict permissions to prevent propagation of malware

5. Test to see if servers up to date for OS and application patches
6. Verify that firewall rules are well written

7. Use multiple up to date Antivirus products 

8. Verify a strong and tested backup policies. Key is to keep backups near online 

so that they are not accessible by the hacker but quick to bring back online.

9. Confirm networks are architected to provide segmentation thereby preventing 

hackers from moving across network to other systems.
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Ransomware… What can you do now?

IBM Confidential

1. If you have J-Boss webserver know there is vulnerable to SamSam 

Cryptoware  (it doesn’t need phishing or drive-by web link )
2. Double check your patch management plan to make sure systems current

3. User education on phishing attacks

4. Get a vulnerability assessment <$50K – depending on number of endpoints 

5. Make sure your network is segmented so attacker can spread malware 

6. If attacked, shut down networks including WiFi to prevent spread and have 

user remove USB sticks and any connected drives. 

7. Get an Emergency Response Team engage early to minimize damage
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Find out what you don’t know…

IBM Confidential

Two type of hospitals, those that have been hacked and those that 
don’t know it yet…
§ Current status

– Complex environment with unknown security risk

– Limited budget drives the need for prioritized roadmap

– Limited access to specialized security staff  

§ What’s needed
– Make sure you have current security audit

– Use a risk tools to match control status against historic events

– Look beyond controls by mapping again potential threats

– Do an external vulnerability assessment

– Know who your Emergency Reponses Provider is…

– Practice disaster recovery process
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Don’t be the ”soft target”

§ Cybercrime is now the #1 paying criminal activity over drugs, trafficking, and extortion - The 
Russian Mafia, which successfully stole $9 million dollars this way in 2008

§ From: Ponemon Study:  Crime Can Pay Hackers Flipping the Economics of Cyber Attacks –

the key is to be more secure than others in your industry – Forty hours seems to be the ROI
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Review all elements of people, process, and technology

IBM 10 Essential Practices

Understand security essentials

10 Manage the digital 

identity lifecycle

8  Manage third-

party security 

compliance

7  Address security 

complexity of cloud 

and virtualization

3  Secure collaboration in 

social and mobile 

workplace

6  Create a security-rich 

and resilient network

9  Assure data 

security and 

privacy

5  Manage IT 

hygienically

4  Develop security-

rich products, by 

design

2  Establish intelligent 

security operations 

and rapid threat 

response

1 Build a risk-aware 

culture and 

management 

system
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Perform an Active Threat Assessment (ATA)

Uncover indicators of compromise and hidden threats

§ Coordinated Attack Simulation
Targeted penetration testing helps identify vulnerable systems and 

applications from an attacker�s perspective, conducted with broad 

coverage or using a customized and simulated events. An on-site 

coordinator assists with validating that detection mechanisms are 

successfully detecting malicious activity. 

§ Tool based APT Forensic Scanning
Checks for the presence of behavioral Indicators of Compromise 

(IOCs) frequently seen with intrusions indicating a currently active 

but previously unknown compromise.

§ Memory (RAM) Analysis
For systems identified with suspicious activity, a remote memory 

(RAM, volatile data) analysis may be done looking for common 

malware traits.

§ System Log Analysis
Logs from firewalls, IDS/IPS devices, Network AV servers, DNS 

and other systems can help reveal IOCs of an intruder or the 

presence of malware.

§ Critical Controls Review
Assessment of the level of implementation of SANS Top 20 

Critical 

Security Controls helps to develop an overall security strategy.

Targeted External 

Testing

Internal Scanning & 

Analysis

Reviews & Interviews

Reporting & Briefing

Data Collection & 

Reconnaissance

21
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X-Force® Research and Dynamic Threat Intelligence
Expert analysis and data sharing on the global threat landscape

Client Side Attacks

Botnets
Buffer Overflow Attacks

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)

SQL Injection

Backdoors

Cross-site Scripting (XSS)

Malicious Content

Protocol Tunneling
Reconnaissance

Trojans
Worms

Exploit Toolkits

Peer-to-Peer Networks

§ Cataloging, analyzing and researching vulnerabilities 

since 1997

§ Providing zero-day threat alerts and exploit triage to 

customers worldwide

X-Force Helps Keep Customers Ahead of the Threat

Security Operations Centers

Sharing real-time and
anonymized threat intelligence

§ Building threat intelligence from collaborative data sharing 

across thousands of clients

§ Analyzing malware and fraud activity from 270M+ 

protected endpoints
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X-Force® Research and Development

Vulnerability
Protection

IP
Reputation

Anti-Spam

Malware
Analysis

Web
Application

Control

URL / Web
Filtering

The X-Force Mission
§ Monitor and evaluate the rapidly changing threat landscape 

§ Research new attack techniques and develop protection for tomorrow’s security challenges

§ Educate our customers and the general public

§ Integrate and distribute Threat Protection and Intelligence to make IBM solutions smarter

Expert analysis and data sharing on the global threat landscape

Zero-day
Research
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IBM X-Force monitors and analyzes the changing threat 

landscape

20,000+ devices 

under contract

15B+ events 

managed per day

133 monitored 

countries (MSS)

3,000+ security 

related patents

270M+ endpoints 

reporting malware

25B+ analyzed 

web pages and images

12M+ spam and 

phishing attacks daily

89K+ documented 

vulnerabilities

860K+ malicious 

IP addresses

Millions of unique malware 

samples
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Leverage free resources… 

§ IBM Security Intelligence Blog – http://securityintelligence.com/ 

§ IBM X-Force Exchange Community – https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/ 

§ Google:  ibm x-force exchange and click on “Try the Platform”… it’s free!

– https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/

§ You’ll know you’re a the right place if you don’t get an image like this… 
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IBM can make the difference… .

§ The Leader 13 out of 15 of Gartner segments, nearest competitor has less than 5.  

§ Top reviews from Forrester and IDC.

§ The industry’s first integrated end-to-end Security Operations and Response Platform that 

will span the entire lifecycle of a cyber attack

§ The only vendor with a comprehensive best of breed integrated software and services 

offerings with over 5000 security professionals.

– If you take out antivirus companies, IBM is the the largest enterprise security vendor in the market

§ Global reach with data from 133 monitored countries with over 270M endpoints reporting 

malware while analyzing over 15B events per day

§ Can provide you with unparalleled security analysis, recommendations, and services.
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Magic Quadrant 
for Managed 
Security 
Services, 
Worldwide

Wave for 
Information 
Security 
Consulting 
Services

§ Named Leader in Security 

Consulting (2015)

§ Named Leader in Managed 

Security Services (2014)

Named Leader in 

Managed Security 

Services (2014)

Named Leader in Managed 

Security Services (2015)

Named Leader in
Managed Security 

Services (2014)

Named Leader in
Managed Security 

Services (2015)

IBM Security Services is built upon a track record of delivering results
Recognized by major analyst firms for our global capability and ability to execute
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Advanced analytics to 

protect against cybercrime.

25 security labs deliver 

security breakthroughs.

Intelligence 
and analytics.

Integrated portfolio of security 

services and technology.

Open ecosystem with 

100+ technology partners.

An integrated 
approach.

Unmatched security practices
from thousands of engagements.

35 billion security events 

managed per day.

Unparalleled 
expertise.

What differentiates IBM Security?
Our ability to offer clients solutions and results.
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IBM Security Quals

V2015-07-29

133 countries where IBM delivers 

managed security services

24 industry analyst reports rank

IBM Security as a LEADER

TOP 2
enterprise security software 

vendor in total revenue. #1 if 

you take out antivirus 

companies

12K clients protected including…

22 of the top 29 banks in Japan, 

North America, and Europe
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DataPower Web 
Security Gateway

AppScan

BigFix

MobileFirst Protect
(MaaS360)

QRadar SIEM

QRadar Vulnerability 
Manager

Key Lifecycle
Manager

IBM X-Force Research

QRadar Incident Forensics

QRadar Log Manager

Guardium

zSecure

Trusteer Mobile

Trusteer
Pinpoint

Trusteer 
Rapport

Consulting
Services

Managed
Services

Network

Advanced
Fraud

Data

Mobile

Applications

Endpoint

Identity
and

Access

Security 
Intelligence

SiteProtector

Network Protection XGS

Trusteer Apex
QRadar Risk Manager

Identity Manager

Access Manager Identity Governance  and Intelligence

Privileged Identity Manager

Expand the value of security solutions through integration
Continuous actionable intelligence
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Discussion… 

Michael R. Ash DDS, PMP, ITIL
mash@us.ibm.com

(760) 330-7639
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